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hunting
Advance planning is the key to a good hunting trip. To

along a trail between bedding and feeding areas or along

hunt deer, you must decide if you will be stand hunting,

the edges of corn, hay or alfalfa fields where deer feed.

still hunting, driving, flushing, or stalking. The particular

Optimally, the stand is built ten to twenty feet up the

technique that is demanded is determined by the type of

tree, on the downwind side of the trail, offering good

deer being hunted and the landscape the animals are in.

visibility in several directions while keeping the sun out

For mule deer on the prairie, you’ll likely be working with

of the hunter’s eyes in the early morning and at dusk.

a team of hunters split into those who flush and those

Scouting the terrain is vital because the daily move-

who shoot. For whitetail in the forested areas of eastern

ment of deer is predictable. Finding signs of a fresh trail,

North America, chances are you’ll be stand hunting. One

bedding area and feeding site means the chances are

of the best ways to bag a deer is to build a platform or

good that the deer will return. Hunters need to remem-

“stand” up in a tree and wait for the deer to come to you.

ber from year to year where deer moved during previous

The tree stand itself must be carefully planned. Hunt-

autumns. Hunting the same territory each year, a hunter

ers will tell you that where they place their stand is the

accumulates knowledge about the habits of deer, in par-

single most important factor in the success of a hunt.1

ticular where deer are moving according to changing

To determine its location, the area must first be scouted

food sources, weather and pressure from hunters. In

for signs of deer: trails, droppings, tracks, feeding signs

addition to developing a better understanding of deer

(nipped ends of twigs, trampled crops), rubs (low-lying

behaviour, a hunter will also benefit from a knowledge of

branches rubbed clear of bark by antlers) and scrapes

the environment: which tree species offer leafy camou-

(marks in the ground made by the hoofs of mating bucks).

flage in November, how air currents (and therefore scent)

A hunter must recognize whether droppings are fresh,

move in relation to topography, local weather systems

if the tracks are large like a buck’s or small like a doe’s

(deer tend not to move during storms) and moon phases

(an antlered buck is usually the target) and whether

(when deer are more active).

the trails are day trails or night. Day trails wind through

Hunters read the landscape for signs of game much

thick brush and trees but not through open land (as

like a photographer reads the landscape for signs of

night trails do) and it is along day trails that deer will

meaning. Signs, be they trails, scrapes or, in the case of

be active during hunting hours (an hour before dawn to

Canadian photographer Vid Ingelevics, wooden hunting

an hour after dusk.)

platforms, are visible if you know what to look for. Tree

Possessing well-tuned senses of smell, hearing and

stands can be thought of as a form of vernacular archi-

sight, deer are creatures of habit with an intimate knowl-

tecture embedded in the rural landscape in such a way

edge of their home range who will notice anything un-

as to become almost invisible to hunters, the hunted and

familiar in it — including a new tree stand. A tree stand

the uninitiated alike. To the untrained eye, what appears

is built well in advance of hunting season so that the

to be a natural landscape might, in fact, be one altered by

deer have time to acclimatize to it. It is best positioned

artificial structures, themselves built to simulate nature.

Page 1: Vid Ingelevics, Platform 15B (detail), 2007, Chromogenic print, 94 x 117 cm, Stephen Bulger Gallery, Toronto.
Page 3: Vid Ingelevics, Platform 5B (detail), 2004, Chromogenic print, 94 x 117 cm, Stephen Bulger Gallery, Toronto.
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To produce his series Platforms, begun in 2002,

in the post-hunting season when the trees are leafless

Ingelevics did not research a recorded local history of

and show the stands to the photographer’s benefit. The

tree stands — one doesn’t exist — nor did he set out to

colours are muted early spring and fall browns, reds,

produce one. The subject of his project lies outside official,

pale greens, field yellows, wintry skies. The trees are

recorded history, residing instead in the oral traditions

maple, oak and elm, species favoured during hunting

and stories that pass within families and communities

season for offering some leaf cover. Each platform has a

of people. Part of a hunting culture that shares knowl-

distinct style of construction that shows how individual

edge by word of mouth, from hunter to hunter and from

hunters gained access and used them. Boards nailed to

generation to generation, the mapping of stand locations

a trunk begin near the ground, then stop a few feet up,

is itself itinerant, based on the habitual paths made by

urging the eye upward to decipher which tree limbs were

the animals themselves.

used to continue the climb to the platform itself. Ladders

Ingelevics’ investigation began in the landscape

lean against trunks or lay disregarded on the ground.

around his farmhouse north of Toronto, at edges of fields,

Railings are nailed horizontally in the branches to rest

along fence lines and hiking trails in the Beaver Valley

gun barrels on. However, regardless of the utilitarian

and Grey County. Initially, he took the stands for chil-

nature of these structures, they are æstheticized within

dren’s tree forts, but by talking to the people who live

the frame of the photograph, strange forms carefully pre-

and hunt in the area, he learned what they really were.

sented within the lovely arms of grand old trees in pas-

Easy to miss, blending into and incorporating the sur-

toral landscapes. Taken up in the pleasure of light, shape,

rounding trees into their construction and above both

and shadow, the trees become quotidian sculptures with

human and deer sight lines, they are built of cedar boards,

the presence of still lifes or portraits that must be lingered

two by fours, and scrap wood, all weathered to the colour

over to be interpreted. There are no coy three-quarter

of tree trunks. They might look haphazard and temporary,

poses; instead, the trees are shot dead on, centred in the

but this is not a sign of carelessness or disregard. It is

frame. There is pleasure, but there is no romanticization.

a deliberate effort to make the tree stand disappear into

As images of the natural environment, Ingelevics’

the natural twining of branches and hide the hunter from

pictures take a swipe at a tradition of Romantic sublimity

view. To this bare armature, a hunter will add branches,

found in 19th century landscape photography that in-

burlap, canvas and netting as additional camouflage.

cludes those propaganda images of the West commis-

Some tree stands are barebones while others have pad-

sioned by North American governments and railways as

ded seating, heaters, roofs to shield the hunter from

a lure toward settlement in a land of plentiful and easily

sun and rain, and railings on which to rest gun barrels.

accessed resources such as wildlife. In this tradition,

Hunters will make their stands comfortable because,

landscapes were constructed as romantic and tamed to

just as they are for photographers, patience, stillness

create an undeniable allure for those urbanites leading

and waiting are required before the shot can be made.

“lives of quiet desperation” 2 in alienating industrialized

Ingelevics’ photographs catalogue an activity that is

environments or immigrants seeking a simpler and more

barely discernable within the landscape. With no official

bountiful life in nature. Some of the most historically

map documenting the locations of these platforms and no

influential iconography embodying this antidote to urban

manual on how to build them, the photographs become

industrialization (and accompanying moral decadence)

telltale remains of the hunting experience. But it takes

can be found in dioramas of animals tamed by taxi-

astute observations to discern the existence of these

dermy set in naturalistic landscapes in the American

structures and, like a good hunting story, a good photo-

Museum of Natural History in New York City. The ani-

graph is in the details.

mal habitats, poses and groupings are based on photo-

Ingelevics carefully chooses and frames subtle details

graphs and drawings taken in the field. Intended to instill

in such a way as to guide our reading of them. He works

awe and respect for the animal kingdom and nature,
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these dioramas were promoted as scientifically edify-

gathering

ing and morally uplifting.
The camera and the gun have been indelibly entwined

Every man looks at his wood-pile with a kind of affection.

in the human impetus toward the reconciliation of nature

I loved to have mine before my window, and the more chips

and culture over the past one and a half centuries. “The

the better to remind me of my pleasing work.7

‘naked eye’ science advocated by the American Museum
(of Natural History) perfectly suited the camera, ultimately so superior to the gun for the possession, production,
preservation, consumption, surveillance, appreciation,

— Henry David Thoreau
Falling down is the one wrong thing a stack of wood can do.8
— Dirk Thomas

and control of nature.”3 This museum, locus of the doublebarreled spoils of camera and gun, is well known to

Many people in rural Ontario, either out of necessity or

Ingelevics and referenced in his previous work.4 It was

for pleasure, heat their homes with wood. The gathering

founded by Theodore Roosevelt and a handful of fellow

of wood, splitting, stacking and burning of it is an annual,

wealthy American industrialists, quintessential big-game

ongoing endeavour. Each winter one woodpile disappears

hunters of their time who provided many of the trophies

and each spring a new one is stacked. Building a wood-

in the museum. This group also fathered the conserva-

pile is seen as a time-honoured art, one that advocates

tion movement in North America.5 Hunters have histor-

the meditative value and virtuous tonic of thirty minutes

ically been at the forefront of environmental advocacy

of stacking per day. Rituals are invoked, order is made

and wildlife conservation for reasons that are threefold:

out of disorder.

the idealisation of the natural environment as a place

Woodpiles are symbolic of heating and cooking, the

of sustenance and revival, the preservation of animal

domestic realm of the gatherers. The Yule log blazing in

species and the assurance of future game to be hunted.

the hearth, itself a gathering place, is conjured. While

This paradoxical relationship to animals and the envi-

heat is a necessity, it is also a safeguard against the dark

6

ronment persists today.

and a symbol of home and safety. For urban dwellers,

In the Ontario of Vid Ingelevics’ pictures, the tree

woodpiles represent a leisurely and bucolic way of life.

stands are used by both urban and rural dwellers for

A pile of wood at hand invokes the bounty and beauty of

whom hunting is a fundamental part of their identity,

nature, the promise of mental and spiritual well-being.

way of life and understanding of the natural world. For

For rural dwellers who heat with wood, it is a labour-

many contemporary hunters, the pleasures of the hunt

intensive pursuit. Considerable time is devoted first to

are to be found in the landscape, in communing with

gathering (the felling, bucking, splitting and hauling of

nature, in wilderness adventure, in the skills needed

trees) and then use (piling and carrying the wood, stok-

to scout and stalk and finally, in the kill itself. To many

ing the fire and, finally, removing the ash). Symbolic of a

non-hunters, hunting is viewed as a macho, savage activ-

spirit of self-reliance and independence, woodpiles unite

ity best shelved along with other primitive notions of

us with nature in the preparation for winter.

survival. There are long-standing tensions between both

How wood is stacked and what shape the pile takes

hunters and non-hunters and within hunting groups

is determined by a number of factors (aside from the

themselves (subsistence vs. game hunters, aboriginal

idiosyncrasies of the people who burn, and therefore

vs. non-aboriginal, northerners vs. southerners) over

stack, the wood). Firewood is not uniform, but often a

the use of natural resources and the conservation of

mix of sizes and species. Type and length of wood, diam-

game species and habitat. Ingelevics’ photographs bring

eter, how it’s been split, whether it’s seasoned or green,

us within range of this contested territory and, as a

whether it is to be stacked loosely or tightly, and the

pseudo record, his project becomes an unofficial archive,

location of the pile all contribute to its final outcome. In

a natural history of its own.

Ontario, you tend to use maple and beech, hardwoods
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that are eventually cut to twelve to sixteen inch lengths

There isn’t a manual on how to stack wood. It is a

(in order to fit inside airtight stoves) and split into quar-

skill learned by example and observation, trial and error.

ters for delivery in measurements called face cords and

After much labour, wood burners develop an intimate

bush cords. One bush cord of wood measures four feet

knowledge of the wood they stack. Theories abound over

by four feet by eight feet when stacked. Having a winter’s

the technologies and methodologies of the type of wood

worth of wood delivered and dumped in your yard presents

to burn, price per cord, seasoning times, height of stack,

a daunting task for there will be several hundred pieces

length of row, location for a pile and best way to burn it,

of wood, each of which must be individually handled.

but these are debated in woodlots, yards and kitchens,

To prevent a woodpile from toppling, it is best stack-

not in the pages of how-to books.

ed up against a brace, between two trees or with cross-

While wood heating is no longer necessary for sur-

hatched ends hand-built for support. Wood that is piled

vival in most industrialized countries, many people out-

outdoors rather than in a woodshed is best covered with

side of urban areas have chosen not to abandon their

tarp or sheets of tin weighted down by stones or pieces

woodpiles in favour of non-renewable resources. Wood-

of wood to keep off rain and snow. Logs should be stack-

burning for many rural people is an integral part of a

ed bark up to shed water. If there is any kind of lean to

contained and conserving way of life. Like Ingelevics’

the pile, it should be toward a wall or brace. Wood piled

tree stands, woodpiles take shape out of individual

around a structure acts as a weather break.

means, specific needs and complex desires. People

Above: Vid Ingelevics, Woodpile 1A, 2006, Chromogenic print, 76 x 127 cm, Stephen Bulger Gallery, Toronto.
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use what space, materials and location are at hand to

Ingelevics offers his observations of them in straight-

construct these utilitarian, but determinedly individ-

forward images without any overarching emotional or

ualistic, structures.

political bias. It is an analytical mode of presentation

Pervasive throughout the rural landscape, woodpiles

whereby individual woodpiles can be assessed and com-

go largely unseen and unremarked. Begun in Switzerland

pared. As with the hunting platforms, the woodpiles

in 2006, near his wife Anne’s family home, Ingelevics’

constitute a project with no explicit documentary or

project of photographing woodpiles soon extended to the

sociological motive (other than perhaps to point out

region near their own country home in Ontario. Unlike

the cultural differences in stacking between the Swiss

his lack of direct experience with deer hunting or the

and Canadians). Each of these artificial structures is

building of tree stands, the artist can lay claim to hands-

staged in its natural environment, often the only sign

on experience with woodpiles. (I think it is with affection

of human presence in the landscape: small insertions

and some pride that he includes a photograph of his own

between trees, along roadsides, against fences, in fields

work in the exhibition.)

and yards. The sharply focused, large format analog prints

Above: Vid Ingelevics, Woodpile 2A, 2006, Chromogenic print, 94 x 117 cm, Stephen Bulger Gallery, Toronto.
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carefully frame sensitive renditions of texture and form,

providing exhaustive evidence of the existence of hunting

highlighting details we would not otherwise notice: tightly

platforms or woodpiles. Ingelevics’ pictures are not doc-

packed rows, smartly cross-hatched braces, triangular

uments intended to convince or social histories meant

radial-cracked ends, threads of twine and wire holding

to enlighten, nor is his project one of indexical preoc-

pieces in place, surface striations of browns, greys and

cupation. Eschewing the stance of the documentarian,

oranges. Each pile is intact, recorded at the point of

Ingelevics becomes, rather, a social historian, a re-reader

completion, at the end of labour and beginning of con-

of the natural environment, the cultural impositions on

sumption, just about to be dismantled.

it and their meanings. By photographing human activity

Standing outside of officially recorded history, the

in the rural environment, his work contributes in a fun-

provisional structures and temporary landmarks in Ingele-

damental way to the still crucial dialogue about rep-

vics’ photographs take on the signification of historical

resentations of nature and the landscape. For an artist

source material. His project is not, however, one of

who has focused his attention on such quotidian matter,

Above: Vid Ingelevics, Woodpile 12, 2006, Chromogenic print, 94 x 117 cm, Stephen Bulger Gallery, Toronto.
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Ingelevics reaches beyond the record into the lyrical

was instrumental in founding the National Bird Preserve, which

space of the oral and informal exchange of knowledge.

soon led to the Wildlife Refuge system, the National Game

In doing so, he highlights the essential human experi-

Preserve, the National Park Service, the United States Forest
Reserve, numerous National Parks and National Monuments and,

ence of survival through social interchange.

in 1909, convened the first Governors Conference on Conservation,
which brought conservation fully into public view.

Kim Fullerton’s catalogue essay has been re-printed here with
her kind permission and that of the Southern Alberta Art Gallery,
Lethbridge, AB.
1
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For instance,

Ducks Unlimited is an international organization founded in
the US in 1937 and established in Canada in 1938 by sportsmen
concerned with the loss of wetlands and natural habitats for

I am indebted to several hunters for conversations, especially

waterfowl and the impact this would have on hunting. As of 2007,

my brother-in-law Jim Feeney of Alberta and Howard MacDonald

Ducks Unlimited Canada has conserved 12.5 million acres of

2

Thoreau, Henry David, Walden, or

wetland habitat and expanded its projects into breeding, over-

Life in the Woods, (New York: Carlton House, 1854). Thoreau was

wintering habitat preservation, wetland conservation research

an American naturalist, philosopher and early conservationist

and education. Also, the Ontario Federation of Anglers and

best known for his book Walden, a classic American novel that

Hunters and the Alberta Fish and Game Association are two of

explores simple living in a natural environment as a model for

the largest nonprofit, non-government fish and wildlife conser-

of Grey County, Ontario.

3

Haraway, Donna, “Teddy

vation organizations in Canada. They advocate for their respec-

Bear Patriarchy: Taxidermy in the Garden of Eden, New York City,

tive provincial natural resources and the rights and traditions of

1908–1936,” in The Haraway Reader, (New York: Routledge, 2004).

anglers and hunters.

4

The Harrowsmith Country Life Guide to Woodheat, (Charlotte,

just social and cultural conditions.

Ingelevics has had a long-standing interest in the intersec-

tions of museology, history, the archive and photography, both
as a curator and artist. His curatorial project Camera Obscured:
Photographic Documentation and the Public Museum, which
investigated the photography produced by museums to document their own activities and which toured internationally, drew
heavily on the archives and histories of the American Museum
of Natural History in New York and the Field Museum in Chicago,
amongst others. His series Platform was first exhibited as an
installation on the Museum subway station platform in Toronto as
part of CONTACT Toronto Photography Festival 2004. It served as

7

Ibid, Thoreau, Henry David

8

Thomas, Dirk,

Vermont: Camden House Publishing, 1992).
Vid Ingelevics is Toronto-based artist, independent curator and
writer. His artwork has been included in solo and group exhibitions both nationally and internationally. Most recently, Ingelevics was featured prominently as part of CONTACT, the renowned
annual Toronto Photography festival, now the largest of its kind
in the world. He taught at the Ontario College of Art & Design
from 1997–2008 and is now Associate Professor of Photography
at Ryerson University, Toronto.

an underground critique of the history of the animal specimen col-

Kim Fullerton is a curator, writer and director of Akimbo Art

lecting practices of museums such as the Royal Ontario Museum,

Promotions. She lives in rural Ontario and heats her home with

which stands directly above the subway platform.
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Roosevelt

wood.
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